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Synopsis--It has been alleged that, in appropriate verbal contexts, man and he are generic, i.e. 
that the words include women as well as men, as for example in, Man is mortal, or One must 
watch his language. Many feminists argue for the elimination of this generic use of man and he 
and the substitution of such non-male words as people and they. Others argue on various 
grounds that these changes are unnecessary. This paper isolates the issues involved in such 
arguments and provisionally concludes that a reduction in the generic use of man and he 
would result in a long term reduction in sexist thinking. Recent feminist research on man and 
he is carefully reviewed. In its final section, the paper develops the implication that women 
experience more alienation than men in the presence of the generic man and he. 

Man and he are generic masculine (GM)  words, i.e. allegedly they can be used sex-specifically 
to refer to males or  generically to refer to creatures o f  unspecified sex, depending on  whether 
the verbal context is male-specific, e.g. The man stubbedhis toe, or generic, e.g. Man is mortal. 

M a n y  feminists argue for  the elimination o f  the generic man and he and the substitution o f  
n o n - G M  words,  e.g. People are mortal, One must watch their language. Other  people argue 
on various grounds  that  these changes are unnecessary. This paper isolates the levels on 
which such arguments  can take place. 

After definition o f  terms, the paper proceeds through four increasingly complex levels o f  
argument ,  provisionally concluding at the four th  level that  a reduct ion in the generic use 
o f  man and he would result in a long-term reduct ion in sexist thinking. An  essential con- 
tr ibution to the analysis is made by recent feminist research on man and he, and this 
research is carefully reviewed. Finally, the paper develops the implication that  women  
experience more  alienation than men in the presence o f  generic man and he. At  several 
points, connections are made  between the paper 's  discussion and issues in the academic 
linguistic and psycholinguistic literature. As is often the case with feminist questions, the 
sexism which has prevented the academic literature f rom discussing man and he has retarded 
the development  o f  impor tant  areas o f  linguistic and psycholinguistic theory. 

DEFINING OUR TERMS: THE GENERIC MASCULINE, THE PEOPLE=MALE BIAS 

In  order to pursue our  a rgument  we must  keep in mind the linguist 's distinction between 
a word 's  physical form (the sounds, shapes or gestures that  we produce and perceive) and 
the word 's  meaning. The linguist makes this distinction because two words with very 
different meanings may share the same word-form,  e.g. pitcher and pitcher, while two words 
with very similar meanings may have very different word-forms,  e.g. kind and type. Through  
most  o f  this paper,  rather than use the term 'meaning ' ,  I take the more  psychological 

a I am grateful to Nancy Henley for her support and for her knowledgeable help in shortening the paper. 
Please accompany all reprint requests with sufficient return postage. 
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approach of referring to the thoughts which accompany a word-form; these thoughts are 
in;,the mind of the person who produces and the person who perceives the word. The 
distinction between word-form and accompanying thoughts is important for us because 
what we are investigating is the relationship between (a) a GM word-form, i.e. a form 
which occurs in both generic and male-specific contexts, and (b) sexism in the thoughts 
which accompany the word-form. 

The generic masculine 

In this paper the terms 'generic man' and 'specific man' refer to the physical word-form 
man in generic or male-specific verbal context respectively, together with whatever thoughts 
may accompany the word-form in that context. I am not implying by the terms that the 
thoughts are generic or specific; to do so would be to prejudge our basic question. 

The set of  GM words is quite large (guys, chairman, to fraternize, to man, brotherly, 
fellow, etc. ad nauseum) and includes words which do not necessarily share all features with 
man and he; therefore conclusions drawn about man and he may not be generalizable. 
Man and he (a) are a noun and pronoun, (b) allegedly refer in their generic usage to a 
population which is about 50 per cent fem and 50 per cent male, (c) are primarily male and 
secondarily generic in usage, and (d) contrast in their male-specific usage with the fem- 
specific woman and she. 

While man and he are members of  the class of GM words, GM words themselves are 
members of a larger class of words which name both a category and a member of that 
category. Generic masculine nouns (and some generic feminine, such as nurse) are prom- 
inent among the nouns in this larger class, but there are other instances, e.g. animal refers 
to all creatures or to non-people creatures, woman and man can refer to all members of  the 
sex or to adults only. Brand names provide good examples: Tampax refers to all tampons 
or to a particular brand, similarly with Kleenex. 

Linguistics does not have much to tell us about these interesting words, which it refers 
to as 'unmarked', while the names for the other category members are 'marked'. Sometimes, 
in fact, the marked word is the unmarked word plus a physical mark, e.g. WOman, 
authorESS. Sometimes not, however, e.g. bull is not cow plus a mark, girl is not woman 
plus a mark. Moreover, the presence of  a physical mark does not mean that the word 
without the mark refers to the general category, e.g. male is not used to refer to females 
and males, widow is not used to refer to widows and widowers, and despite its mark 
manKIND is used to refer to women and men. In other words, ling.tists have not thought 
through the concepts of 'unmarked' and 'marked' words, and we will see further evidence 
a little later of  this neglect. The explanation, I believe, is that fern/male word sets are such 
prominent examples of marked/unmarked word sets, particularly among nouns, that an 
adequate analysis of  the latter word sets means an adequate analysis of one form of linguistic 
sexism, something traditional linguistics has been unable/unwilling to do. 

The people = male bias 

The kind of sexist thinking which I believe would be most likely to accompany GM 
words is what I call the people=male bias. This bias exists to the extent that thoughts 
about fern category members and about the people category are less similar to each other 
than are thoughts about male category members and the people category. The people = 
male bias is widespread. For example, Broverman et al. (1972) found that both fem and 
male mental health professionals described the mentally healthy 'adult person' and 'adult 
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man' in similar terms, while they described the mentally healthy 'adult woman' in different 
(opposite) terms. These results reflect the familiar double-bind: if we try to be 'human',  we 
will be punished for not being 'women';  if we try to be 'women', we will be punished for 
not being 'human'. Research and theory in the social sciences and humanities are frequently 
flawed by the people= male bias, as feminist critiques have pointed out (e.g. Parlee, 1975; 
Silveira, 1973; Slocum, 1975). 

Just as GM words are members of the larger class of unmarked words, the people = male 
bias is one of a larger set of  generic= specific biases which occur for many of  the categories 
we think about. Within the last 10 years, psycholinguistics (the experimental study of  
language behavior) has recognized that some instances of  a category are typical of the 
category and others are atypical. Although people know that a chicken is a bird, for example, 
they report that a robin is a better example of, is semantically closer to the bird category 
than a chicken is. There is a generic= specific (bird = robin) bias. While women scholars 
have played a prominent and disproportionate role in the development of typicality analysis 
(women know about such things, because we live on the fringes of  society's 'human' category), 
it is true that the people=male  bias is not discussed in the typicality literature. Once again 
establishment academia avoids the connection between its own concepts and a form of  
sexism. 

Typicality research often uses the reaction time (RT) method. The participant is asked 
a series of  simple questions which usually can be answered yes or no. The time taken to 
make a response (by pushing a button or speaking) is measured in thousandths of  a second 
(milliseconds, msec). The underlying assumption is that the quicker one can say 'yes' 
correctly about a semantic relationship, the closer the relationship is. This assumption is 
reasonable, but not indubitable, as we will see. 

A generic = specific bias may be looked at from two directions. First, given the specific 
concept, how quickly can one think of the generic? How birdlike are the chicken and 
robin concepts, how peoplelike are the fern and male concepts ? A number of  studies have 
found that the more typical a category member is reported to be, the more quickly the word 
can be classified as belonging to the category. That is, one says 'yes' more quickly to, 
'Is a robin a bird?'  than to, 'Is a chicken a bird?'  (e.g. Rips et al., 1973; Rosch, 1973). 
Second, given the generic concept, how quickly can one think of the specific ? A series of  
experiments by Rosch (1975) has shown that hearing a category name (e.g. 'fruit') speeds 
subsequent recognition of  pictures and names of typical members (e.g. apple) but does not 
help or even slows recognition of atypical members (e.g. lemon). Rosch argues strongly 
f r o m h e r  data that the category name generates expectations/images of  typical category 
members. 

Feminist discussions of  GM words, including this paper, focus more on the male-bias 
in our thoughts .about people. This focus is probably due to the fact that the generic man 

and he seem to us derivative of  the specific man and he. However, this paper tries not to 
forget the other direction of  the people= male bias, the people-bias in our thoughts about 
males. The Oxford English Dictionary tells us that in Old English man was primarily a 
generic term, it was the specific man which was derivative. 2 We should not assume that the 
current uses of specific man and he are without problems. 

z Wif('woman', 'wife') and wer ('man', 'husband') were the sex-specific terms. Interestingly, as man became 
the primary male-specific term (A.D. t 0tX)-1300), pronouns evolved along a different route to the same result 
of the generic masculine he and the feminine she (Stanley and Robbins, 1978). 
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DO MAN AND HE HAVE A PEOPLE=MALE BIAS? 

After this introduction to our two basic concepts, the generic masculine and the people = 
male bias, we can move on to consider the relation between them. 

At the simplest level of  argument one side will assert, for example, that the generic man 
and he 'mean' women and men equally, while the other side will assert that the words 
convey a male-bias. The first side might point out that in a book about the biology of  
different species 'pregnancy in man' is easily understood, that 'madame chairman' does not 
sound strange to everyone, that some people do say things like 'the n u r s e . . ,  he . . . .  ' As 
for the specific man and he, this person might assert that the fern and male words in such 
phrases as 'men and women' and 'he and she' seem equally sex-specific. The person on the 
other side of  the argument might cite the study by Kidd (1971), who gave college students 
sentences containing the generic man and he and asked for reports about the persons 
referred to. The reports were overwhelmingly of male persons. About the specific man and 
he this side can ask why the male terms almost always occur first. 

In fact, however, there is little point to a discussion on this level. As we have seen, 
people's thinking in general has a people = male bias. Because the amoum of bias will vary 
across persons and topics, it is not surprising that some uses of  man and he show little bias 
nor that some uses show a lot of bias. Such observations say nothing in particular about the 
words man and he, any more than we say anything specific about hitch-hiking when we 
observe that the probability of  a woman's being raped while hitch-hiking is, say, 30 per cent. 
We need to know the probability of  being raped while not hitch-hiking. Similarly, we must 
compare the bias o f  G M  words to the bias in the rest o f  the language, before we can say 
anything about GM words in particular. 

DO MAN AND HE HAVE MORE PEOPLE=MALE BIAS THAN OTHER WORDS? 

The second level of  argument, then, is whether or not man and he are accompanied by 
more people=male  bias than are other words which refer to people. 

Traditional linguistics 

The two traditional linguistic analyses of  unmarked words that I have found (Greenberg, 
1966; Lyons, t968) contradict each other; both are cursory and are good examples of 
sexism by omission. 

Lyons' unmarked example is dog. The male-specific dog occurs only in the context 
'bitch or . . . .  ' Normally, he says, the meaning of dog is generic, i.e. both fern and male dogs 
are included, but the 'bitch' context appropriates the fem connotations, leaving only the 
male. Lyons' discussion implies that an unmarked word exists when the concept of  the 
unmarked category member, e.g. 'male dog', is so hTfrequent that we do not need a separate 
word for the concept. 

Greenberg's example is author. He would probably agree with Lyons that the male- 
specific author occurs mainly in the context 'authoress or . . . .  ' His primary argument, 
however, is that the generic author means 'an author, almost certainly male'. Authoress is 
substituted for author when we want to avoid the probable impression that we are referring 
to a male. In general, says Greenberg, an unmarked word exists when the unmarked 
category member is so predominant in the real world that a separate word for the member 
or explicit reference, e.g. male author or f em nurse, conveys little additional information. 

Although man and he are the most frequent unmarked words and among the 100 most 
frequent words in U.S. English (Kucera and Francis, 1967), neither author chose to test 
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his analysis against them. Greenberg's analysis provides an interesting and extreme version 
of the people = male b ias- - the  generic man would mean 'a  person, almost certainly male'. 
The problem is that Greenberg also asserts that the bias accurately describes the actual 
referrent population, people, as overwhelmingly male! Lyons'  analysis leaves no room for 
the peop le=male  bias, but he does not make Greenberg's mistake of confusing conceptual 
and actual frequency. He just picks a concept of  unrepresentative frequency. Certainly the 
specific man  and he occur in contexts other than 'woman o r . . . '  and 'she o r . . . ' !  

Temin is t  linguistics 

Actually there is much good evidence from language samples that generic and specific 
man have more peop le=male  bias than the rest of  the language. Consider Fromm (1972; 
p. 80), ' . . .  man can do several things that the animal cannot d o . . .  his vital interests are 
not only life, food, access to females, etc . . . .  ' 'Man '  here is generic, since it contrasts with 
'animal ' ,  but it is hard to imagine the same sentence beginning with people.  Greenberg 
takes a similar quote from Hamle t ,  who has just contrasted 'man '  with nature. 'No!  Man 
delights not me, nor woman either, though by your smiling you seem to say so. '3 

Providing an example from a different arena, Veach (1978) looked at the use of  spokes- /  

chairperson and spokes- /chairman in 9 months of  articles in a college student newspaper. 
For both student and administrator/faculty referents, generic -man  had a higher proport ion 
of  male referents (0.94) than did -person (0"71). Interestingly, for both  women and men 
referents, generic -man also had a higher proportion of administrator/faculty referents 
(0.64) than did -person (0"07). 4 

Finally, take the sign Carried by U.S. black male civil rights demonstrators,  ' I  am a man' .  
This is a limit case, where generic and specific verbal contexts cannot be distinguished and 
where the generic and specific thoughts accompanying the GM word are simultaneous. 
'Man '  here has a stronger male bias than other generic terms. A woman carrying the sign 
would have quite a different effect. I a m  a person or I am  human is not an adequate trans- 
lation. But 'man '  here also has a stronger generic bias than other sex-specific terms. A 
woman carrying a sign, I am  a woman,  would not have a comparable effect. I a m  a male  is 
not an adequate translation ( I  a m  not  a woman  comes closer !). The sign contrasts the bearer 
with animals and asserts his sex at the same time. It  enhances his typicality, as the 
representative of  the species. 

WHAT CAUSAL RELATIONS INVOLVE MAN~HE AND THE PEOPLE=MALE BIAS? 

The third level of  argument involves the causal relations underlying the fact that m a n  

and he are accompanied by more people = male bias than other words. 

Do man and he cause sex is t  th inking? 

To feminists who want to eliminate generic man  and he the most interesting hypothesis is 
that the use of  man  and he causes people = male bias (in the receiver but also I would think 
in the producer of  the word). According to this hypothesis, for example, F romm's  choice 
of  the generic man  to begin his sentence would cause male-bias in the mind of the reader 

a Another example, developed at more length, is Moulton's demonstration of the invalidity of the well 
known 'Man is mortal' syllogism (Moulton, 1975; Moulton et al., 1978). 

4 1 have corrected Veach's data for the possibility that some of the -roans referring to men were male- 
specific. Since half the women not referred to as -person were referred to as -woman, I have excluded half 
the men not referred to as -person. 
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and also, as evidenced by the end of  his sentence ( ' . . .  access to females, etc . . . .  '), in 
Fromm's own mind. Of course, man and he are not the only cause of  people = male bias 
in our thinking; certainly this bias is also caused by the sexism in the socio-economic 
system about which we think. 

In order to prove that one factor, A, causes another factor, B, we must have two identical 
situations into one of  which A is introduced, and ,we must show that B occurs only after A 
occurs. This sort of  evidence is available primarily from laboratory experiment. I have 
found 14 relevant studies: (1) DeStefano et aL (1978); (2) Eberhart (1976); (3) Harrison 
(1975); (4) Harrison and Passero (1975); (5) MacKay (1978); (6) MacKay ~md Fulkerson 
(in press); (7) Studies 3 and 4 in Martyna (1978a), also reported in Martyna (1977a, 1977b); 
(8) Studies 5 and 6 in Martyna (1978a); (9) Moulton et al. (1978); (I0) Nilsen (1973); 
(11) Schneider and Hacker (1973); (12) Shimanoff (1977); (13) Silveira (1978); (14) Wilson 
(1978). 

The people studied have been mainly U.S. college students (1,5,6-9,11-14) but have also 
included students in grade school (2,4,10) and high school (1,3,10). Each study has presented 
people with several generic sentences containing a GM word (the sentence context is 
necessary in order to distinguish the generic from the specific term) and with comparably 
worded statements without a GM word. For example, my study (t3) presented college 
students with either 'Man is mortal' or 'People are mortal'. Martyna (7) presented pronouns 
which referred back to a sex-neutral noun, e.g. ' I f  someone discovers money, he will very 
often feel happy', or ' . . .  they will very often feel happy', or ' . . .  he or she will very often 
feel happy'. The G M  words studied have been man and/or men (1--4,10,1 I, 13,14), the suffixes 
-man and/or -men (2,4,10,12,14) mankind (1,3), he (5-8) and his (9). The comparable non- 
GM statements have included the appropriate noun of  suffix form of people and person 
(1-4,10,12-14), terms for human activity (10,11), individual and/or human being (1,3,12), 
they and he or she (7,8), their and his or her (9), the invented pronouns e, E, tey (5), and 
a sentence with a noun but not a pronoun (6). 

Several of  the studies asked people to illustrate the sentence, by bringing in pictures to 
class (11), selecting from pictures provided by the experimenter (1,2,4,10,14), or drawing a 
picture (3). O ~ e r  studies asked people to name or write a story about the person referred 
to in the sentence (8,9,12). Still other studies asked straightforwardly whether the sentence 
could refer to a woman (5,6). Two reaction time (RT) studies (7,13) followed the sentence 
with a picture of a woman, man, or non-person and timed people as they answered that 
the picture did or did not fit the sentence. 

In all 14 studies the GM terms caused more male-biased responses than did the more 
neutral wording. Thus, pictures illustrating generic man contained more males than pictures 
illustrating people. Characters referred to as generic -man, he or his were given a male 
identity more often than characters referred to as person, their, they, he or she or his or her. 
Sentences containing generic he were said to exclude women more often than were sentences 
containing alternative wording, but neither type of  sentence was said to exclude men. 
RTs were significantly slower to fern than to male pictures only after man and he sentences, 
not after sentences with people or alternative pronouns. 5 

5 Whether a person answered 'yes' or "no' did not affect the pattern of Martyna's (1977a) RT results. 
In my RT study 'no' responses to pictures of people were rare and were excluded from the data. My study 
had only women participants. Martyna's (1977a) results hold primarily for men. Women tended to give male- 
biased responses after both he and they, though not after he or she. The sex difference was not statistically 
significant, but the overall effect of he on male-bias was. 
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While women may show the effect more strongly in one study and men in another, the 
studies in aggregate indicate that generic man and he increase male bias in both sexes. 
(In future studies we need to explore the companion hypothesis that the male-specific man 
and he cause a people-bias.) There is some suggestion, however, of a sex difference in the 
overall level of  people=male  bias. Thus seven studies (1,3,6,8-10,14) report that women 
give less male-biased responses than men to GM and/or non-GM words, and no studies 
report  that women give more male-biased responses than men. 

Does sexist thinking cause use of  man and he ? 

In addition to the fact that man and he cause people =male  bias, the reverse relation 
could also occur, i.e. the people=male  bias could cause use of  man and he. For example, 
according to this hypothesis, the male-biased thought which Fromm was planning to express 
and which is revealed at the end of  his sentence would cause him to begin with generic man 
rather than with a word such as people. Of course we also use these words because we 
are rewarded for doing so ('he is good grammar', ' A + ' )  and punished for not doing so 
('they is bad grammar',  ' C - ' ) .  

I have found only two relevant studies. Martyna (1978a, also reported in 1977b, 1978b) 
observed the pronouns used by people from kindergarten through college when completing 
sentences. For example, if asked to finish the phrase, 'Before a judge can give a final 
ruling . . . .  ' you would almost certainly use a pronoun referring back to the noun, e.g. 
" . . . .  she must consider all aspects of the case.' The partial sentences contained fern-typed, 
neutral or male-typed nouns, e.g. nurse, adult or lawyer. The pattern of  results was the same 
in all age groups. As the people =male bias in the stimulus increased, i.e. as one moved 
from fem to neutral to male sentences, the preference for he over its generic alternatives 
(they, he or she, etc.) increased (10 per cent vs 10 per cent of  responses, 60 per cent vs 
34 per cent, 93 per cent vs 7 per cent, the remaining responses are she). Similar results were 
obtained by Nilsen (1973) with nursery schoolers through 7th graders, who were given the 
choice of  using she or he to refer to the noun. She was the overwhelming choice for fem- 
typed nouns and he for male-typed nouns, but there was considerable hesitation and dis- 
agreement about which pronoun to use for neutral nouns. 

If  we assume that women bring less male-bias to the task than men do, then the hypothesis 
that people = male bias causes use of  man/he is further strengthened by the fact that in both 
studies ferns use fewer he's than do males. In Martyna's study, for example, 40 per cent of 
fem's vs 72 per cent of male's responses to a neutral noun include the generic he, while 
41 per cent vs 25 per cent include a sex-neutral generic pronoun. A similar though much 
smaller sex difference occurred for fern- and male-typed nouns. 

The results suggest that people=male  bias increases use of generic man~he; but we do 
need more research, including, again, research on the companion hypothesis that people = 
male bias causes the use of  male-specific man/he. 

Does an X factor cause both the bias and man/he ? 

In addition to the fact that man and he cause people=male  bias and the possibility that 
people = male bias causes use of  man and he, there is one more causal relation which could 
also be contributing to the co-occurrence of man~he with a people=male  bias. This last 
hypothesis is that some other factor (X) causes both the word use and the accompanying 
bias. Perhaps, for example, we have learned to have biased thoughts and to use generic 
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man and he when discussing certain topics or when in an academic environment. Perhaps 
Fromm's  evolutionary topic contributed both to the bias in his sentence and to his choice 
of  generic man. I know of no experimental research bearing on this hypothesis. 

LANGUAGE CHANGE AND THE INDEPENDENCE OF CAUSAL RELATIONS 

The fourth level of  argument emerges when we begin to talk about  feminist language 
changes, and concerns the reasons why the causal relations that we discussed at the third 
level exist. The basic issue, I believe, is which causal relations are independent of  and which 
dependent on each other. 

man/he > people=male 
word-forms.~ bias 

"x 

"x 

(sexist environment) 

The directions of  the arrows in the-diagram represent the causal relations discussed in 
the last section. The solid vs broken lines represent my hypotheses at our new level of  
discussion. A solid line is a causal effect which is not dependent for its existence on any 
other causal effect in the diagram; a broken line is a causal effect which is dependent on 
another. 

Are the effects o f  man and he dependent on the effects o f  people = male bias ? 

Since generic man and he do cause people = male bias, reduction in the use of  those words 
should result in reduced bias. However, one can argue as follows that the reduction in 
sexist thinking would be only temporary:  the people= male bias causes the use of  man and 
he, we are implicitly familiar with the kind of thoughts which precede man and he, and 
therefore when we encounter man and he we give the words a sexist interpretation. This 
argument reverses the diagram's solid and broken arrows between man~he and the bias; 
because bias caused man/he, man~he would come to communicate bias. Therefore, if we began 
expressing the people = male bias with non-GM word-forms, these word-forms would come 
to communicate the same bias that man and he do now. 

My own hypothesis is that unmarked words cause a generic=specific bias quite in- 
dependently of  whether bias causes those words. In this case, non-GM word-forms could 
not replace the bias-causing functions of  man or he, and we would have good reasons for 
expecting language change to produce a long-term reduction in sexist thinking. Experimental 
p roof  or disproof of  this hypothesis is physically and ethically impossible, since we would 
have to obtain cultures without unmarked words and we would have to introduce such 
words in order to see whether generic = specific bias resulted. The argument which follows, 
then, while it uses recent research evidence, is essentially theoretical. 

Strong findings have now emerged from psycholinguistic research that, whenever we see 
or hear a word-form, all its senses momentarily become 'activated',  even when the context 
strongly suggests one sense over the others. 'Activated'  means that we are at least briefly 
more ready than usual to perceive or produce any sense of  the word-form (e.g. Conrad, 
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1974; Warren  and Warren,  1976). For  example, after a sentence about  cooking ending with 
pot ,  it is easier to read or say marijuana.  The implication o f  these findings is that, regardless 
o f  whether or not  a people = male bias causes the use o f  man and he, the generic man and 
he will make words about  males easier to perceive and produce,  and the specific man and 
he will make words about  people easier to perceive and produce.  6 Other  unmarked  words 
should behave similarly. 

I t  remains for us to show that  the activation caused by the man and he word-forms 
causes p e o p l e = m a l e  bias. The pr imary difficulty for my hypothesis is that  many  words 
share the same word- form without  sharing meanings. Thus, pitcher,  bank  and port  each 
activate two or  more  quite different meanings:  yet baseball  pi tcher,  for example, does no t  
suggest someone shaped like a jug. It  is reasonable, however, to expect unmarked  words to 
behave otherwise. We use category members  as examples of, interpretations o f  a category;  
typicality, or  generic = specific bias, is that  case where we prefer one member  over others as 
an example. Activat ion should make a category member  more  available for use as an example. 
Therefore,  the use o f  an unmarked  category name should independently create a generic = 
specific bias, and generic man  and he should independently create a people = male bias. A 
similar a rgument  could be made that  specific man/he  and other unmarked  category member  
names create bias. 7 

As Mou l ton  (1975) trenchantly observes, most  people would agree that the manufacturers  
o f  Kleenex are given a market ing advantage by the simple fact that  tissues in general are 
referred to as Kleenex .  Another  indication that  people believe unmarked words independently 
cause generic = specific bias is the Sapi r -Whorfhypothes i s ,  which has been discussed seriously 
by some scholars for  many  years and which says that  language (word-forms, word meanings, 
and grammar)  has causal effects on thought.8 The following illustration o f  Sap i r -Whor f  with 
a few word substitutions would become an argument  that  man  and he independently cause 
a people = male bias. 

' I n  French one term, conscience, is used for the two English terms conscience and 
consciousness . . . .  Some people think it possible to demonstrate  that  this linguistic 
identity has led to a greater conceptual  fusion for French thinkers between the concepts 
o f  "conscience" and "consciousness"  than has been true for English and German  
thinkers '  (Slobin, 1974; p. 125). 

S a p i r - W h o r f  discussions, however, pay little at tention to G M  words. In fact, I would 
attribute the difficulty in resolving the Sap i r -Whor f  question, as I would attr ibute the 
difficulty in developing an analysis o f  unmarked  words, to male-dominated scholars 
reluctance to discuss G M  words. 

6 Any word will activate words related to it in meaning. Thus, people or generic man will activate fem- 
and male-specific words, and vice versa. The point, however, is that generic man (but not people) and specific 
man (but not other sex-specific words) should have an additional activating effect on each other. 

7 To stengthen the arguments we need evidence on unmarked words other than man and he. Does cow, 
for example, cause a cattle=fern bias? Does Tampax cause a tampon=Tampax bias? Moulton et al. (1978) 
argue that an unmarked adjective such as wide in How wide is it ? does not seem to imply that the object is 
wide rather than narrow. However, the question needs to be investigated experimentally. For some people 
generic man does not 'seem' biased, but experiments show that it is. 

8 The 'strong" version of Sapir-Whorf says that language is the only cause of thought content and also 
implies that thought does not affect language. This hypothesis is clearly incorrect, discussing it is just setting 
up a strawperson. The 'weak' version, discussed here, says that language is a cause of thought content and 
leaves open the possibility that thought affects language. 
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Are the effects of  peopleffimale bias dependent on the effects of  man and he? 

The answer, I suggest, is yes. Assume man and he cause people = male bias. We would be 
implicitly familiar with this effect; and so, when we attempted to communicate sexist 
thoughts, we would use man and he. That is, because man and he cause biased thinking 
when they are used (solid arrow), biased thinking causes use of man and he (broken arrow). 
Man and he exist as means of maintaining sexist thinking. 

A second possibility is that causal relations between man~he and bias are independent 
in both directions. However, if bias cannot be shown to be an independent causal factor, 
the argument for man/he as an independent causal factor is strengthened. How viable, then, 
is the hypothesis that typicality, such as the people = male bias, causes the use of unmarked 
words, such as man and he, independently of the thoughts which those words themselves 
cause? 

Again our evaluation must be theoretical. It does seem that the more similar two concepts 
are in content, the higher the probability that they will lead to use of the same word. 
Thoughts about people and animals are more likely to be expressed with the same word 
than are thoughts about people and rocks. It would follow that the more people-bias in 
our thoughts about males or the more male-bias in our thoughts about people, the more 
likely we would be to use a GM word. GM words would be the passive result of sexism in 
our thinking. 9 However, just as single word-forms with multiple meanings cause problems 
for the hypothesis that man/he independently cause peopleffimale bias, synonyms are a 
problem for the reverse hypothesis. Rather than seeking to have only one word for a 
particular range of  thoughts, we delight in having several words for similar thoughts, 
several phrases for saying the same thing. Thus, similarity of thought content is not sufficient 
to explain use of  the same word-form. We need an additional explanatory factor, and the 
only ones I can think of make the prior assumption that GM words cause a people=male 
bias. At present my conclusion is that man and he exist not as passive results of sexism in 
our thinking but as means of  maintaining that sexism. 

Factor X 

The diagram also shows the effects of sexism in the socio-economic environment. We 
develop people f male bias in our thinking in part because we are rewarded for doing so 
and punished for not doing so. I have hypothesized that this effect is independent of  the 
other relations in the diagram, as must surely be the case. On the other hand, I do not 
think that a sexist environment would develop reinforcements causing a particular word- 
form, a simple set of  sounds or letters, unless that word-form already caused sexist thinking. 
Therefore, I've hypothesized that the effects of the environment on the use of  man/he are 
dependent upon the fact that these word-forms cause bias. 

In leading us to question the relation between unmarked words and typicality, our 
inquiry into man and he has illustrated once again how often the feminist questions a r e  

theory's basic unanswered questions. 

9 The Lyons and Greenberg discussions, summarized earlier, are this kind o f  argument. Both imply that 
unmarked words exist because an efficiency or economy principle avoids, when possible, adding a word- 
form to our vocabulary. 
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SEX DIFFERENCES 

For feminists the importance of the issues we've been discussing can be accurately 
assessed only after looking at the implications for women's lives. 

The people = sel f  bias 

Creative thinking, I 'm convinced, is based on the ability to integrate the abstract with 
personal experience. An implication of the people = male bias is a sex difference in people = 
self bias. That is, women should feel more alienated from people concepts than men; and 
we should give our own experience less weight than men give theirs in constructing and 
evaluating statements about people. 

What evidence do we have about sex differences in a people = self bias ? On the one hand, 
the earlier review of  the experimental evidence suggested that women's thinking contains 
less people = male bias than men's does. On the other hand, at least one study provides a 
powerful suggestion that women have less people= self bias than men do. Martyna (1978a; 
see also 1977b, 1978b) questioned participants at the end of  her sentence completion task 
about images which had occurred during the sentence. For sentences containing neutral 
nouns such as person, ferns reported less imagery than males and a lower proportion of 
self and same-sex imagery than males. The sex difference was most pronounced among 
college students, who reported no fern or neutral imagery. Sixty per cent of the men but 
only 10 per cent of  the women reported that male imagery occurred. That.is, men reported 
imaging males and/or themselves to generic nouns, while women rarely reported imaging 
any person at all. Very different ways of thinking about people are suggested here. 

The people = sel f  bias and G M  words 

Now let's look at our earlier hypotheses and experimental evidence in terms of  people= 
self bias rather than people = male bias. First, if man and he cause people = male bias, then 
the words should increase the extent to which men's people=self  bias is greater than 
women's. In fact, among the 14 studies reviewed earlier, all those which report separately 
on women's and men's behavior find precisely this effect on same-sex bias. The tendencies 
to illustrate a sentence with pictures of  one's own sex, to give a same-sex identity to a character 
in a sentence, to respond more quickly to a picture of  one's own sex than the opposite sex--  
on all these measures of people=self  bias, man and he increase the extent to which men's 
self-bias is greater than women's. Second, if people = male bias causes the use of man and 
he, then as people= self bias increases women should use fewer man's and he's while men 
should use more. And we have seen that as the sex-typing of a noun moves from the other 
sex to neutral to one's own sex, women use fewer generic he's and men use more. 

To clarify the alienation which these results represent, I would like to present my revision of  
Nilsen's ovular 1° discussion of language learning. Girls first become accustomed to the 
feminine nouns and pronouns applied to ourselves and occurring around us, while boys 
become accustomed to the masculine. Next, the child learns that she~he, woman~man, 
girl/boy contrast with each other. Thus, when girls finally learn the generic usage of  mas- 
culine words, we are learning that words which refer to our opposites, our not-selves, also 
refer to people in general and to what's considered important. A boy learns that the words 
which refer to himself and which exclude his opposites also refer to people in general and 

lo Cf. seminal 
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to what's important. In understanding my own alienation I am helped by its opposite, the 
delightful release of the generic she: the new ability to see myself in the world I am trying 
to construct and analyze; the greater sense that I am part of, that I affect and am affected 
by, the social order. Adamsky (1976) had demonstrated this effect in the classroom. 

In the long run, however, I doubt that the generic she would be desirable. On the one 
hand it should be more conducive to creative thinking to have a language which includes 
rather than excludes one from society. On the other hand, if one belongs to a strongly 
differentiated half of the whole society, it should be disadvantageous to have a language 
which allows one to remain in the state of assuming one is the whole. Male science digs 
itself into a lot of wholes because of its people = (male)self bias. Probably oversimplifying, 
we could hypothesize that for creative thinking there is an optimum distance between 
personal experience and abstract thought. Particularly in the presence of GM words, the 
distance for women is likely to be greater than the optimum, while the distance for men is 
likely to be smaller than the optimum. I do not discount women's suffering and alienation, 
b u t  I don't  hold up men as models for how to think either. 

Women's resistance 

Finally, I would like to suggest that women do not suffer gladly either the alienation that 
leads to or that results from the use of GM words. 

When women encounter the generic man or he or when we use the word ourselves, it 
becomes difficult for us to identify with the people being talked about. We may then go 
through extra work that men don't have to do, in order to compensate for the word's male 
connotations. For example, some aspects of Martyna's data suggest to me that women's 
adaptation to the generic he involves the suppression of male imagery. First, women's RTs 
to male pictures tend to be slower after explicit use of  he (i.e. after he and he or she sentences) 
than after they. Men show the reverse trend, responding more quickly to male pictures 
after use of he. 11 If  this result were replicated, I would find it impossible to understand 
without assuming that women were suppressing male imagery generated by he. (Note that 
this assumption violates the assumption that a faster RT means a closer semantic relation- 
ship. A slower RT could now reflect a close semantic relationship which had been suppressed.) 
Men also report noticing the conflict between he and fern pictures more often than women 
do, a finding one would expect if he produced more sustained male imagery in men than 
women. Second, after the sentence completion task, high percentages of women as well 
as men report sex-appropriate imagery to fern- and male-typed nouns. Why then should 
fems report less imagery than males to sex-neutral nouns ? Since he is the pronoun most 
frequently used to refer to the nouns, suppression of male imagery seems a reasonable 
answer. 

Suppression of  male imagery, however, is not necessarily the only strategy for coping 
with the underlying alienation caused by GM words. An alternative is to avoid encountering 
or producing GM words; but in a non-feminist environment, where the intelligentsia expects 
the use of GM words, one then alienates herself from the exercise of her own intellect. As 
with other forms of  sexism, we are faced with trade-offs, and we need an analysis of the 
adaptations which are possible. Research may sometimes turn up negative results because 

t Se¢ note  5. Here  you  have  some  specifics about w h y  m e n  but not  w o m e n  gave more  male-biased RTs 
to he than to they. 
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the variety of  adaptations among participants to GM words cannot be tapped by one 
procedure. 

In addition to sex differences in response to the biased thoughts caused by G M  words, 
there may also be sex differences in the factors that lead to the use of  GM words. We have 
seen evidence that women use generic he less than men do. I would suggest further that 
women use generic man and he more than we would like to. These words are maintained 
in the language by the men who control the language we read in books and newspapers, 
the language we hear on TV and radio and in the classroom. For  these men it is the peop le=  
male bias which causes the use of  G M  words. For women social reinforcement may play a 
larger role in causing the use of  G M  words. I f  this suggestion is correct then women's  
response to feminist efforts to change language should be greater than men's  response, 
since the feminist efforts essentially change reinforcement contingencies, rewarding for use 
of  non-GM words and criticizing for use of  G M  words. In my personal observation, the 
predicted sex difference does occur, but I know of  no research on the question. 

Earlier I suggested that if man and he cause people = male bias, the bias would come to 
cause man and he, and vice versa if bias causes man and he, the words would come to cause 
bias. The implication of  such arguments is that over any short span of time language is 
tending towards an equilibrium where the thoughts which precede and the thoughts which 
follow a word-form are the same. What  I am suggesting here is that during intersex com- 
munication, the thoughts in the mind of the producer and the receiver are not the same. 
There is a conflict between the ways women want to use and understand G M  words and 
the ways men want to use and understand them. This disequilibrium is a potential for 
language change to a balanced state. That  balance is not achieved can be attributed to a 
combination of  two factors: (1) men control the 'official' language; and (2) women do not 
totally adapt  to males'  'official' language; women resist. 

AFTERNOTE ON LANGUAGE CHANGE 

Deciding to change word usage leaves open the question of what to change to, an 
important  question I do not have the space to discuss here. I do believe it is important  to 
remove male word-forms from words referring to ferns and to make fern and male words 
the same length. In this paper  I have been using fern to replace female. Fern is as short as 
male, removes the male word-form, and already evokes the meaning we need to give a 
replacement. I f  you approve of  fern I hope you will use it. 
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